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Review of physics and applications of relativistic plasmas
driven by ultra-intense lasers *

Donald Umstadter†,a)

Center for Ultrafast Optical Science, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109-2099

~Received 26 October 2000; accepted 20 February 2001!

As tabletop lasers continue to reach record levels of peak power, the interaction of light with matter
has crossed a new threshold, in which plasma electrons at the laser focus oscillate at relativistic
velocities. The highest forces ever exerted by light have been used to accelerate beams of electrons
and protons to energies of a million volts in distances of only microns. Not only is this acceleration
gradient up to a thousand times greater than in radio-frequency-based sources, but the transverse
emittance of the particle beams is comparable or lower. Additionally, laser-based accelerators have
been demonstrated to work at a repetition rate of 10 Hz, an improvement of a factor of 1000 over
their best performance of just a couple of years ago. Anticipated improvements in energy spread
may allow these novel compact laser-based radiation sources to be useful someday for cancer
radiotherapy and as injectors into conventional accelerators, which are critical tools for x-ray and
nuclear physics research. They might also be used as a spark to ignite controlled thermonuclear
fusion. The ultrashort pulse duration of these particle bursts and the x rays they can produce, hold
great promise as well to resolve chemical, biological or physical reactions on ultrafast
~femtosecond! time scales and on the spatial scale of atoms. Even laser-accelerated protons are soon
expected to become relativistic. The dense electron–positron plasmas and vast array of nuclear
reactions predicted to occur in this case might even help bring astrophysical phenomena down to
Earth, into university laboratories. This paper reviews the many recent advances in this emerging
discipline, called high-field science. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1364515#
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I. INTRODUCTION

For almost 40 years, scientists have studied nonlin
optics of electrons that are bound to atoms and molecu
Nonlinear effects arise in this case due to the anharmo
oscillatory motion of electrons in the combined fields
atom and laser. The study of nonlinear optics was enable
the invention of Q-switched lasers, which resulted in a
orders-of-magnitude increase in the peak power of las
The rate of advancement in our understanding of nonlin
optics has been quite rapid. For instance, harmonic gen
tion ~e.g., frequency doubling! went from being barely de
tectable to almost unity efficiency in just a few years. No
the field is quite mature, having spawned numerous new
search tools, subfields, and commercial products.

In the last decade, table-top lasers have undergon
similar orders-of-magnitude jump in peak power~see Fig. 1!.
Shorter ~femtosecond! pulses, increased power, decreas
size and increased repetition rate were all enabled by the
of chirped-pulse amplification1 in solid-state lasers. To avoi
damage to amplifiers, laser light is stretched in time bef
being amplified and then recompressed. These systems
have multiterawatt peak powers and can be focused to in
sities ofI>1019 W/cm2, which is high enough to cause non
linearity in even unbound~free! electrons. The nonlinearity

*Paper LR1, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc.45, 212 ~2000!.
†Invited speaker.
a!Electronic mail: dpu@umich.edu
1771070-664X/2001/8(5)/1774/12/$18.00
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arises in this case because the electrons oscillate at rela
tic velocities in laser fields that exceed 1011 V/cm, resulting
in relativistic mass changes exceeding the electron rest m
and the light’s magnetic field becomes important. The wo
done by the electromagnetic field (E) on an electron (eEl)
over the distance of a laser wavelength (l) then approaches
the electron rest mass energy (m0c2),wheree is the elemen-
tary charge of an electron,m0 is the electron rest mass, andc
is the speed of light. Thus, a new field of nonlinear opti
that of relativistic electrons, has been launched. As can
seen from the following review, effects analogous to tho
studied with conventional nonlinear optics—self-focusin
self-phase-modulation, harmonic generation, and so on—
all found, but based on this entirely different physic
mechanism. Rapid advancement is underway and new
search tools, subfields, and commercial products are on
horizon, e.g., compact and ultrashort pulse duration la
based electron accelerators and x-ray sources.

We look forward to the next physical regime that will b
encountered at even higher intensities (I .1024 W/cm2)
where even protons will quiver relativistically, i.e., the wo
done on a proton over the distance of a laser wavelen
approaches its rest mass energy. This might be called
nuclear regime of laser-plasma interactions, because of
fusion and fission reactions and the generation of pio
muons, and neutrinos that should occur as nuclei collide
such energetic plasmas.

This review will discuss the latest developments in th
4 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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new field of physics, known as high-field science. It is n
intended to be comprehensive, but rather to be restricted
discussion of some of the highlights, mainly over the las
years, in the relativistic regime of laser-plasma interactio
Several reviews have already been published on h
intensity laser development and applications,2–4 relativistic
nonlinear optics,4,5 laser accelerators,6 and intense laser
plasma interactions.7–12

The paper is organized as follows. A brief basic theor
ical overview of relativistic laser-plasmas interactions, w
references only to early work, is presented in Sec. II. Rec
results and references to more recent theoretical and num
cal work are discussed in Sec. III A; experimental results
presented in Sec. III B. Prospects and applications are
viewed in Sec. IV.

II. BRIEF OVERVIEW

A. Underdense plasma

1. Electron quiver motion

When an intense laser pulse is focused on a supers
flow of gas with a sharp gas-vacuum interface and the fi
strength ramps up, the interaction physics passes throug
different physical regimes discussed in Sec. I. At the beg
ning of the pulse, when the field strength is low, atom
electrons oscillate in the electromagnetic field at the la
frequency (v052pc/l5ck). Perturbation theory break
down when the work done on an electron (eEr0) over the
distance of the Bohr radius (r 0) approaches the Coulom
potential energy (e2/r 0). At field strengths that reach th
multiphoton or tunnelling ionization intensity, the electro
become stripped from the atoms, i.e., the gas becomes
ized. At even higher intensities, the liberated electrons qu
at velocities close to the speed of light (c), the relativistic
electron mass increases, and thev3B force in the Lorentz
equation of motion@Eq. ~1!# becomes important

F5
d~gp0!

dt
5eE1S e

cD ~v3B!. ~1!

FIG. 1. History of light sources over the last century. Each advance in l
intensity ~corresponding in this figure to visible or infrared light! enables a
new regime of optics.
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In the relativistic regime, the quiver momentum of the ele
trons,p0 , exceedsm0c. The ratio of these two momenta i
specified by the parametera0 , the normalized vector poten
tial, defined asa05p0 /m0c5eE/m0v0c, where E is the
electric field amplitude of the laser light. In practical unit
a050.8531029AIl, where I is the intensity of the lase
light in W/cm2 andl is the wavelength of the laser light i
microns. The electron massme begins to change significantl
compared to the electron rest mass whena0.1, which is
satisfied for 1mm light at a laser intensity of;1018 W/cm2.
The relativistic regime was actually first approached as e
as the late 1970s with large CO2 lasers operating at 10mm
wavelength and reaching intensities of 1015 W/cm2, corre-
sponding toa0.0.3.13 Terawatt power CO2 lasers have now
been developed, which employ solid-state switches.14,15

As predicted by Eq.~1!, the motion of an electron tha
becomes relativistic in an intense field is described by a
ure eight lying along the plane defined by the polarizat
vector andk̂, rather than a straight line along the polarizati
vector ~as in the case of low-intensity light!. This originates
from the fact thatv3B}E3B}E2k̂. According to custom-
ary thinking, electrons that move in this way should radia
photons at harmonics of the frequency of the incident la
light, with each harmonic having its own unique angular d
tribution. This is referred to as nonlinear Thomson scatter
or relativistic Thomson scattering, predicted over 50 ye
ago.16

Quantum electrodynamic effects, such as pair produc
from the vacuum, will become important when the wo
done by the laser electric field over a distance of a Comp
wavelength (lC[\/mc) equals the rest mass of an electro
This requires thatE0 equal a value that will be difficult to
achieve even in the foreseeable future (331016 V/cm or I
51030 W/cm2). Although the field strength required for th
catastrophic production of electron–positron pairs from
vacuum is six orders of magnitude higher than is curren
available with even the most intense lasers, the observa
of a statistically significant number of pairs was shown
occur at fields as low asE0;1014 V/cm.17

2. Media effects

The dielectric properties of a plasma medium are a
affected as the relativistic change in the electron mass a
the plasma frequency,vp5vp0 /g1/25(4pnee

2/gm0)1/2,
wherevp0 is the plasma frequency in a quiescent plasma,ne

is the plasma electron density andg5A11a0
2 is the relativ-

istic Lorentz factor. This change in plasma frequency in tu
modifies the index of refraction of the light wave, which
given byh5@12(vp /v0)2#1/2. Thus, an on-axis maximum
of h(r ) can be created through modification of the rad
profile of g and/orne . For optical guiding of laser pulses i
underdense plasmas (v0.vp), the radial profile of the index
of refraction,h(r ), must have a maximum on axis, causin
the wavefront to curve inward and the laser beam to c
verge. A situation in whichg(0).g(r ) can be created by a
laser beam with an intensity profile peaked on axis, as sho
in Fig. 2. When this focusing effect just balances the de
cusing caused by diffraction, the laser pulse can propag

er
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over a longer distance than it could in vacuum, while ma
taining a small cross section. This mechanism is referre
as relativistic self-guiding and should occur provided the
ser power exceeds a critical power given byPc

517(v0 /vp)2 GW.18,19For plasmas created by photoioniz
tion of a gas with a laser pulse that is spatially shaped lik
Gaussian in the transverse dimension, the density will
higher on the axis than off the axis. The refractive index w
thus be lower on axis, which will tend to defocus the lig
and increase the self-guiding threshold. For this reason, l
Z gases with few ionization stages, such as H2, are com-
monly used as targets.

3. Ponderomotive pressure

Any spatial variation of the laser intensity will act t
push electrons to regions of lower intensity through the
called ponderomotive force, which fora0!1 is proportional
to the gradient of the light pressure,“P}“(neIl

2), where
the light pressure is the time-averaged quiver energy den
P5ne(g21)m0c2. In the highly relativistic regime,a0@1
~e.g., 1020 W/cm2 for 1 mm light!, the light pressure at solid
density (1024 cm23) can approach the thermal pressu
(nkTe) of the Sun’s core~250 billion atmospheres!, wheren
is 1025 cm23.

A Gaussian-shaped laser’s ponderomotive force w
tend to expel electrons radially from the region of the ax
so-called ‘‘electron cavitation.’’ If the ponderomotive forc
is high enough for long enough, the charge displacement
to expelled electrons will eventually cause the ions to mo
as well, forming an on-axis density channel. Becausene(0)
,ne(r ), and thush(0).h(r ), this enhances the previous
discussed relativistic self-guiding and can itself guide a la
pulse.20–22

Since the laser phase velocityvf depends on the inde
of refraction,vf5c/h, it will then depend on the laser in
tensity. Local variation in the phase velocity will modify th
shape of the laser pulse, and, consequently, the spatial
temporal profile of the laser intensity, which then furth
changes locally the index of refraction and so on. This mo
lation of light intensity, coupled to the ponderomotive for
and self-focusing, can lead to self-modulation, Raman s
tering, etc.23–25

FIG. 2. Relativistic self-focusing occurs when the index of refraction ha
radial maximum on-axis due to a relativistic mass change caused b
on-axis peak in the laser intensity.
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4. Electron acceleration

For time periods that are short compared to an ion
riod, electrons are displaced from regions of high laser int
sity, but ions, due to their much greater inertia, remain s
tionary. The resulting charge displacement provides
electrostatic restoring force that causes the plasma elect
to oscillate at the plasma frequency (vp) after the laser pulse
passes by them, creating alternating regions of net pos
and negative charge. The resulting electrostatic wakefi
plasma wave propagates at a phase velocity nearly equ
the speed of light and thus can continuously accelerate p
erly phased electrons.

Acceleration of electrons by electron plasma waves is
current interest because the acceleration gradient~200
GeV/m! is much larger~four orders of magnitude larger!
than in conventional rf linacs (,20 MeV/m!.26,6 Several
methods have been proposed for driving a large-amplit
high-phase-velocity plasma wave, such as the plasma w
field accelerator,27 the plasma beatwave accelerator,26 the la-
ser wakefield accelerator~LWFA!,26,28 the resonant lase
plasma accelerator,29 and the self-modulated laser wakefie
accelerator~SMLWFA!.24,25,23 The plasma wakefield30 and
beatwave accelerators31–33 were demonstrated first becau
the required technologies, relativistic electron beams in
former case or long-pulse medium-power lasers in the la
case, were well developed. More recently, the LWFA and
SMLWFA have received considerable attention and sho
rapid progress because of the development of table
ultrashort-duration terawatt-peak-power lasers. In
SMLWFA, an electromagnetic wave (v0 ,ko) decays into a
plasma wave (vp ,kp) and another forward-propagating ligh
wave (v02vp ,ko2kp) via the stimulated Raman forward
scattering instability. In this case, the laser pulse duratio
longer than an electron plasma period,t@tp52p/vp . In
the LWFA, an electron plasma wave is driven resonantly
a short laser pulse (t;tp) through the laser ponderomotiv
force. In the resonant laser plasma accelerator, a train
Gaussian-shaped pulses with variable durations and in
pulse spacings can stay in resonance with a wakefield a
grows nonlinearly.29

The injection of electrons into plasma waves can oc
uncontrollably by trapping of hot background electron
which are preheated by other processes such as Raman
scattering and sidescattering instabilities,34 or by wave
breaking~longitudinal35 or transverse37!. Because the elec
trons in this case are injected into the plasma wave unifor
in phase space, large energy spreads result, as is typi
observed in the SMLWFA regime.35 The injection can be
controlled by use of an external electron source~such as
from an RF gun!;32,33 however, because the pulse duratio
of the injected electron bunches in the experiments in wh
this method was tried were longer than the accelera
buckets, the energy spread was again large. It has b
shown analytically and numerically that controlled injectio
might also be accomplished by means of internal electro
from the plasma itself, which are all put into the accelerat
phase of the plasma wave by a separate laser pulse.38 Such a
laser-driven plasma-cathode electron gun might eventu

a
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have ~1! monoenergetic energy,~2! GeV/cm acceleration
fields, ~3! micron source size,~4! femtosecond pulse dura
tion, ~5! high brightness,~6! absolute synchronization be
tween electrons and laser~for pump and probe experiments!,
and ~7! compact size~university-lab scale!.

5. Self-generated magnetic fields

In intense laser-plasma interactions, several mechan
can result in the self-generated quasistatic magnetic field
megaGauss amplitude. For instance, the electron beam
cussed in Sec. II A 4 will drive an axial current, which ca
result in a toroidal magnetic field.39 The thermoelectric effec
can also induce a toroidal field. The inverse Faraday eff
in which a circularly polarized light beam induces curre
loops, will generate an axial magnetic field.40

B. Overdense plasma

We discuss in this section interactions with targets t
are solid instead of gaseous density. In this case, l
intensity laser light (a0!1) cannot propagate beyond th
location of the critical density,nc , defined by the density a
which v05vp .

1. Proton acceleration

Plasma ions can be accelerated to high energies by
formation of an electrostatic sheath due to charge displa
ment. The latter results from the initial preferential accele
tion of electrons; the heavier ions are left behind due to
ertia. Among the many mechanisms that can accelerate
electrons are: thermal expansion, plasma waves, ‘‘J3B heat-
ing’’ or ‘‘vacuum heating.’’41 Energetic ions have been a
celerated by thermal expansion in long-pulse~low power!
laser-plasma experiments for over a decade. The latter
mechanisms, however, are unique to high-intensity las
and originate from the instantaneous ponderomotive fo
which ~for a0!1) has a frequency twice that of the pum
and a magnitude proportional toa0

2 . When light encounters a
sharp interface between vacuum and solid density, the e
tromagnetic field becomes evanescent in the region ab
the critical density. Thus electrons gain relativistic energ
as they can only complete half of their figure-eight orbits,
the vacuum side. They continue to move through the ov
dense region, without the laser electromagnetic field to p
them back. A nonequilibrium electrostatic sheath can t
form, which will accelerate the ions left behind. Ions w
also be accelerated by each other’s unshielded charge
what has been termed a ‘‘Coulomb explosion.’’42

2. Harmonic generation from the critical surface

As has been observed since the early days of inte
laser interactions~with CO2 lasers!, the critical surface~the
location of the critical density! can oscillate at 2v due to the
effect of the ponderomotive force, which has been used
explain the excitation of harmonics in solid-targ
experiments.43 Relativistic mass shifts can also shift the cri
cal density to higher values, inducing transparency of so
targets to intense pulses. Intense laser pressure can pus
s
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critical surface towards the solid-density region44,45and push
plasma sideways in a process called ‘‘hole boring.’’46

III. RECENT RESULTS

A. Theoretical and numerical

The one-dimensional~1D! nonlinear regime of intense
laser interactions with underdense plasma is very well und
stood theoretically, including nonlinear plasma waves, wa
breaking, quasistatic laser propagation, nonlinear gro
rates for instabilities and harmonic generation. There are
numerous fluid, particle, and Vlasov codes. The 3D line
regime (a0

2!1) is also well understood, including wakefie
generation, relativistic self-focusing, self-channeling, se
modulation, linear growth rates for instabilities, pulse prop
gation in channels, and harmonic generation.

In the 3D nonlinear regime, a unified cold-fluid-Maxwe
model treatment of electron parametric instabilities driven
ultraintense laser light in plasma has recently been presen
assuming a 1D plane wave pump laser field.47,48A new class
of whole-beam instabilities, which include the effects of
radially bounded pump laser field, have also be
analyzed,49,50 which describe novel effects such as the co
pling of forward Raman and self-modulation instabilities.
addition to theoretical studies, a great deal of progress
been made in this regime through simulations..

2D–3D full-scale particle-in-cell~PIC! simulations are
very demanding computationally, but make no approxim
tions to the equations being solved other than those inhe
in the numerical method. In this case, the equation of moti
Eq. ~1!, and Maxwell’s equations,] tE5c“3B24p j and
] tB52c“3E, are solved for each particle simultaneous
An example is the Virtual Laser Plasma Laboratory~VLPL!,
which can run on a massively parallel computer CRAY-T
with 784 processor elements. The simulation uses up to9

particles and 108 grid cells. This code was used to obser
relativistic self-focusing and cavitation,51 as shown in Fig. 3,
and later hole boring.52 The coalescence of two filamen
into a single filament was thought to be due to the action
a self-generated magnetic field.

OSIRIS, a 3D fully explicit, object-oriented, parallel PI
code, was recently used to observe that two co-propaga
laser beams in a plasma appear to form a braided pattern
to their mutual attraction.53 The modification of the index of
refraction caused by one filament affects the propagation

FIG. 3. 3D PIC-code simulation of relativistic self-focusing in a plasm
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the other. Theory shows that in a plasma the centroids of
laser beams behave just like two point masses under mu
attraction, with the laser power playing the role of mass.

The SIMLAC code has been used to study wakefi
generation and laser propagation in the limita2!1.54 It
draws from nonlinear optics models and treats propagatio
the group velocity frame. In this idealized model~which as-
sumes perfect Gaussian beams!, the pulse and wake, show
in Fig. 4, are maintained over long enough propagation
tance to accelerate an electron to GeV energy. S
modulation has also been modelled with a 2D envelo
model that does not make the paraxial approximation
thus allows for a wave with a finite group velocity, which
found to reduce the growth rate of the SMLWFA.49 A
Maxwell-fluid model that does not assume a separation
the v and vp time scales has also been studied, which
intense pulses is found to be valid in the very-underden
plasma limit.55 A multiple time scale expression for the po
deromotive force of an intense light pulse has also b
proposed.56 PIC-code simulations have been used to sh
that self-focusing and ponderomotive blow-out can be s
pressed by the occurrence of Raman scattering and pla
heating.59 An instability that results in the generation of fo
ward Raman radiation shifted by half the plasma freque
has been investigated analytically.58

It has been shown theoretically that non-Gaussi
shaped pulses can drive wakefields more effectively t
Gaussian-shaped pulses.60 Similar improvements might be
obtained by the use of pulse shapes that are more e
produced experimentally using a genetic algorithm.61 A
method to generate large wakefields using two slightly
tuned counterpropagating laser beams has been stu
numerically.57 Several PIC and test-particl
simulations34,62–67have been employed to study the chara
teristics of the electron beam accelerated by a plasma w
The magnetic field of a plasma wake driven by laser pu
has also been studied.68 A 2D PIC code was used to stud
the propagation of an intense pulse through an underd

FIG. 4. The ‘‘standard’’ resonant wakefield simulated with SIMLAC,
numerical code in which the simulation box moves with the light pulse a
group velocity.
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plasma, showing the formation of a ‘‘shock’’ on the front o
the pulse, ion filaments, and double layers.69 The amplitude
of the circular polarized laser wasa0550, the mass ratio was
mp /me51840, andvp /v050.45.

Several variations of the all-optical electron injectio
concept38 have been studied numerically an
analytically.69–73In the original concept,38 electrons were ac-
celerated ponderomotively by a separate laser pulse, with
electrons either coming from the plasma or created by ph
ionization. For greater control, it has been suggested that
injection pulses could beat together to inject electrons m
locally in phase space than one pulse.70 In another study, the
injection pulse could also be made to drive its own wa
which could then collide with the primary wake.72 Other
ideas that have been investigated are the use of ionizatio
a separate gas jet,73 single cycle laser pulses,71 and density
jumps.69

A 2D version of the VLPL code has been used to inve
tigate electron acceleration by the inverse-free-electron-la
mechanism.74 Electrons propagating in a plasma channel c
execute betatron oscillations from the self-generated st
electric and magnetic fields. If the power of the laser grea
exceeds the threshold for relativistic self-focusing and
betatron oscillations are in resonance with the light puls
electric field, then the electrons can gain energy directly fr
the laser. The results of a simulation of electron accelera
from an underdense target were used to support the argu
that most of the energy acquired in a real experiment c
ducted under similar conditions75 ~see Sec. III B 3! is due to
direct laser acceleration, while laser wakefield accelera
~LWFA! drives only a minority of electrons.

Several authors have studied the acceleration of e
trons directly from the laser field in vacuum.76,77

As shown in Fig. 5, a 3D PIC code was also used
simulate electrons and ions emitted from a plasma sla78

with a maximum proton energy of 40 MeV and electron a
proton densities of 1021 cm23. A PIC simulation was used to
follow the particles accelerated from a plasma slab,79 show-
ing that those protons emitted from the back side occup
narrower longitudinal velocity phase space than those
come from the front side. A low-emittance proton beam w
observed in a simulation of a laser incident on a thin f
target that was shaped like a hemisphere so that the
lines would converge on axis.80 The angular distributions o
fast electrons, ions, and bremsstrahlung x-rays gener
during the interaction of an ultrashort intense laser pulse w
solid targets was studied analytically and with PIC co
simulations.81

PIC codes have also been used to study harmonics
erated from critical-surface interactions. A normal inciden
circularly polarized laser is predicted to generate harmon
with each order having a different characteristic angle.82–84

The rate of collisional absorption has been calcula
when the plasma temperature is nonrelativistic and the e
tron quiver velocity is fully relativistic.85

The production of electron–positron pairs by the inte
action of relativistic superthermal electrons, generated by
traintense laser pulses, with high-Z material has been
considered.86 It is found that when the pairs are sufficient

s
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confined, they can start to exponentiate in number, achie
a pair density approaching 1021 cm23.

B. Experiment

The following experiments employed the use of sol
state laser amplifiers~either Nd:glass or Ti:sapphire! that
produced infrared light~either 1.05mm or 0.8 mm! with
ultrashort pulse durations~either 0.5 ps or 100 fs! and inten-
sities ranging from 1017– 1020 W/cm2.

1. Fundamental interactions

Recently, the unique angular distribution of the seco
and third harmonics emitted from nonlinear relativistic T
omson scattering has been observed experimentally~see Fig.
6!.87 More recently, coherent harmonic emission in the f
ward direction has been observed.88 With suitable phase
matching, the latter may eventually lead to the generation
coherent beams of ultrashort pulses of x rays.

FIG. 5. A 3D PIC simulation of a laser interacting with a plasma slab sho
electrons~top! streaming through the target at the Alven current and prot
~bottom! up to 40 MeV.
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The conservation of canonical angular momentum
been demonstrated in experiments that studied the ang
distribution of relativistic electrons emitted from barrie
suppression ionization of atoms in intense laser fields.89

The generation of high harmonics created during the
teraction of a 2.5 ps, 1053 nm laser pulse with a solid tar
has been recorded for intensities up to 1019 W/cm2. Har-
monic orders up to the 68th at 15.5 nm in first-order diffra
tion have been observed with indications of up to the 75th
14.0 nm in second-order diffraction.90 The power of the 38th
high harmonic at 27.7 nm is estimated to be 24 MW.

An experimentally measured increase in laser absorp
was observed as the laser intensity was increased,91 which
was attributed to vacuum heating, consistent with theoret
predictions.41

The fact that the electric field in a frame moving with
relativistic electron beam is boosted byg, whereg is the
relativistic factor associated with electron beam, has allow
the observation of pair production from the vacuum w
current laser technology.92 Using the 30 GeV electron beam
of the Stanford Linear Accelerator, the field was increased
a factor of 53104, and so in this case the threshold f
observation of pair production was exceeded with a la
operating at an intensity of only 1019 W/cm2.

2. Guiding

As discussed in Sec. II, self-guiding is possible wh
laser power exceeds the threshold for relativistic se
guiding, Pc . Various authors have reported the observat
of relativistic self-guiding.93–98,118Shown in Fig. 7 is a re-
cent measurement, showing side-on~right! and end-on~left!
imaging of Thomson scattered light for different las
powers.98 The gas jet region is 1000mm long. At low pow-

s
s

FIG. 6. Angular pattern of the second-harmonic light. Shown are polar p
of the intensity of the second-harmonic light~top! and third harmonic~bot-
tom! as a function of azimuthal angle. Filled circles, experimental data; s
and dashed lines, theoretical results.
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ers, below the relativistic self-focusing threshold, the la
propagates only a Rayleigh range, while at abovePc , it ex-
tends further. As can be seen from the image on the lef
the highest power, the light leaves the plasma with the sa
spot size as it had when it entered. Such a preformed cha
has been measured interferometrically100 and a second in-
tense laser pulse has been guided in it.99,100Relativistic fila-
mentation~a partial beam analog to the whole beam effe
or multiple filaments! has also been observed.101,102 Along
with beam breakup, a time-dependent spectral modulatio
the laser pulse transmitted through the plasma was obse
using a frequency-resolved optical gating~FROG! diagnos-
tic, indicative of motion of electrons in and out of th
beam.101

The propagation of intense pulses in preformed plasm
has also been studied. For instance, an axicon lens has
used to produce a density channel, extending many Rayl
lengths, created by means of thermal expansion driven
long-pulse channel-forming laser.103 Such channels hav
been used to guide pulses of intensities reaching 1017 W/cm2

in plasmas reaching densities of 1016 cm23. In order to take
advantage of the uniformity of low-Z gases, such as helium
and hydrogen, a spark discharge was used to s
breakdown.104 Alternatively, channels can be formed by u
ing two transversely injected laser pulses, as in the igni
heater scheme.105 Capillary discharges have been used
guide pulses, achieving 70% transmission of pulses with
tensities reaching 1017 W/cm2 over distances of up to 20
Rayleigh ranges.106

The observation of laser self-focused channel format
into overdense plasmas~hole boring! was reported in experi
ments making use of a soft x-ray laser probe system wi
grid image refractometry technique. Cross sections of a
mm diameter channel were obtained that the authors attri
to hole boring in overdense plasmas.107 Hole boring has also
been investigated by means of transmiss
measurements.108

3. Electron acceleration

Several labs have observed the acceleration of M
electrons by the SMLWFA,35,36,98,109–112sometimes accom
panied by self-guiding,98,109 but with large-electron energ

FIG. 7. Relativistic self-guiding, measured by side-on~right! and end-on
~left! imaging of Thomson scattered light for different laser powers. In
former case, the laser is incident from right to left. The gas jet region is 1
mm long. At low powers, below the relativistic self-focusing threshold, t
laser propagates only a Rayleigh range, while abovePc , it extends further.
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spreads~most of the electrons have energies less than
MeV, with the number decaying exponentially with a tem
perature of;1 MeV to just a few electrons at energies up
100 MeV!. The origin of the accelerated electrons is a su
ject of some debate. It has been attributed to catastro
wave breaking of a relativistic Raman forward scatter
plasma wave,35 or to wave breaking of slower velocity Ra
man backscattered waves in both experiment36,109 and
theory.6,34 A two-temperature distribution in the electron e
ergy spectrum was observed95 and attributed to a combina
tion of two different acceleration mechanisms:~1! direct ac-
tion of the laser field and~2! by the plasma wave. A simila
two-temperature distribution was also observed113 to accom-
pany a multicomponent spatial profile of the electron bea
In this case, electrons in the low energy range were obse
to undergo an abrupt change in temperature, coinciding w
the onset of extension of the laser channel due to s
guiding of the laser pulse, when the laser power or plas
density was varied.98 The fact that these same features we
found in a simulation in which test electrons were inject
into the self-consistent fields of a 3D plasma wave~without
the presence of a laser pulse!113 is inconsistent with interpre-
tation that direct laser acceleration plays a significant ro
Electrons have also been observed to be accelerated be
the linear dephasing limit~the maximum energy electron
achieve before they outrun the wakefield and become de
erated!, which was explained, using PIC simulations, to
the consequence of the electron-driven wakefields create
trapped electrons.114

Laser acceleration of electrons can be illustrated in F
8.4 Here, an intense laser interacts with a gas jet loca
inside a vacuum chamber. The laser crosses the picture
left to right and is focussed by a parabolic mirror~right side
of the picture!. The supersonic nozzle~shown in the middle

0

FIG. 8. Photograph of the acceleration of an electron beam by a laser i
acting with a gas jet inside a vacuum chamber. The laser~illustrated for the
purpose of orientation! crosses the picture from left to right and is focuse
by a parabolic mirror~right side of the picture!. The supersonic nozzle
~shown in the middle of the picture! is position with micron accuracy with a
3-axis micropositioner. Thee-beam makes a small spot on a white floresce
~LANEX ! screen, shown in the upper left-hand corner of the picture.
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of the picture! is positioned with micron accuracy with
3-axis micropositioner. Thee-beam~up to 1010 electrons per
shot! makes a small spot on a fluorescent~LANEX ! screen
~imaged with a CCD camera!, shown in the upper left-hand
corner of the picture. As shown in Fig. 9,113 as the laser
power increases, the divergence angle of the electron b
decreases. The lowest angle, 1°, obtained at the hig
power, corresponds to a transverse geometrical emittanc
e' <0.06p mm mrad,113 which is an order of magnitude
lower than that from the best conventional electron gun. T
may be because a large acceleration gradient decrease
time over which space charge can act to degrade the e
tance.

Several groups115,116 have measured the plasma wa
amplitude in the self-modulated regime as a function of ti
by means of collinear Thomson scattering and found tha
decays in;50tp . By direct measurement of ion waves, th
modulational decay instability~in which electron plasma
waves decay into ion waves! has been shown to play a
important role in the damping of the plasma waves.117 The
longitudinal spatial profile of the plasma wave has been m
sured by means of coherent Thomson sidescattering; it
pears that—depending on the laser and plasma conditio
the plasma wave can be localized to islands along
direction of laser propagation, due to multifocusing in t
relativistic self-guiding process.118

The amplitude, wavelength, and resonant density o
wakefield in the resonant regime (t;tp) has been charac
terized using the technique of temporal interferometry.119,120

However this was done only for the tight-focusing case
which the laser spotsize is much smaller than the plas
wave wavelength (r l!lp) and thus the transverse wakefie
was greater than the longitudinal wakefield.

The inverse free-electron laser mechanism has been
voked to explain the observation of accelerated electr
with 200 fs laser pulses.75 Electron acceleration without sig
nificant Raman scattering has also been observed102 with 30
fs laser pulses and acceleration near the resonant cond
was found to be accompanied by multiple filamentation,
latter of which was also observed with longer durati
pulses.121

Free electrons were reported to be accelerated in vac
to MeV energies by a high-intensity subpicosecond la
pulse (1019 W/cm2, 300 fs!.110 A subsequent discussion ha
helped to clarify the model used to explain the results.122–124

In numerical simulations125 as well as experiments,126

MeV energy electron beams have also been observe
the interactions of intense lasers with solid targets and

FIG. 9. Images of the spatial profiles of the electron beam measured
ccd camera imaging a LANEX screen at a distance of 15 cm from the ga
for various laser powers. The divergence angle of the beam decrease
value of Du51° at a power of 2.9 TW, corresponding to a transve
geometrical emittance of juste' d0.06p mm mrad.
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propagate in both the forward and backward directions~with
respect to the direction of laser propagation direction, wh
can also be in the specular direction!.

4. Proton acceleration and nuclear reactions

Energetic ions from underdense plasmas were acce
ated by an electrostatic sheath, which was created by ch
displacement. Unlike earlier long-laser-pulse experime
the displacement was due not to thermal expansion bu
ponderomotive blow out.127,128When a helium gas was use
as the target, alpha particles were accelerated to several
in the direction orthogonal to the direction of laser propag
tion and along the direction of the maximum intensity gra
ent.

Several groups have reported the observation of i
originating from thin-film solid-density targets~or protons
originating from monolayers of water on the target surfac!.
Unlike previous long-pulse experiments, the protons w
accelerated along the direction normal to the side of the
get opposite to that upon which the laser was incident.
instance, Fig. 11 shows schematically the typical set
Here, the laser~shown in the foreground! is focused with an
off-axis parabola onto a thin-foil, held by a mesh that
positioned by a 3-axis micropositioner. A nuclear track d
tector, CR-39~shown in white in the background!, is used to
detect the ions. An actual proton-produced pattern
shown.129 In another experiment, protons were observed
be emitted in ring patterns, the radii of which depend on
proton energy, which was explained by self-generated m
netic fields.130 Another recent result reported proton energ
up to 60 MeV.131 The results of these experiments indica
that a large number of protons (1013 p) can be accelerated
corresponding to current densities (108 A/cm2) at the source
that are nine orders-of-magnitude higher than produced
cyclotrons, but with comparable transverse emittancese'

<1.0p mm mrad!. The high end of the energy spectru
typically has a sharp cutoff, but, like the electrons discus
in Sec. III B 3, is a continuum.

While the protons in several experiments originate fro
the front side of the target,129,130in another,131 they originate
from the back side. Evidence for a back-side origin com
from results obtained when wedge-shaped targets were u

a
jet
o a

FIG. 10. Laser intensity versus time for two different laser-pulse contra
ideal Gaussian and typical. Also shown are the various mechanisms
occur in solid-target interactions; those that occur at low intensities
initiated significantly in advance of the peak of the pulse, which correspo
to time zero. This illustrates the need for high laser contrast.
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The proton beam was observed to point in the direction n
mal to the back side of the target, which was not perpend
lar to the front surface. On the other hand, evidence fo
front-side origin comes from an experiment in which deu
rium was coated on a thin film of mylar and a boron targ
was placed behind it.132 It was found that only when the
deuterium was on the front side did the boron become a
vated by the reaction10B(d,n)11C. The production of radio-
nuclides have also been used as an ion energy diagnost133

In another example of a nuclear reaction initiated by
intense laser, neutrons have been produced by the He fu
reactiond(d,n)3 in the focus of 200 mJ, 160 fs Ti:sapphir
laser pulses on a deuterated polyethylene target. Optimi
the fast electron and ion generation by applying a w
defined prepulse led to an average rate of 140 neutrons
shot.134 Also, bright x-rays from solid-target interaction
have created isotopes of high-Z metals by means o
photofission.135,136 Laser-accelerated electron energies a
angular distributions have been inferred from analyzingg,
n) and (g, 2n) reactions in composite Pb/Cu targets112 and
in Ta/Cu targets.137 Positrons were created by colliding lase
accelerated electrons with a tungsten target.138

5. Summary

Presented here is partial list of some of the recent exp
mental advances in high-field science discussed in gre
detail above:~1! Thomson scattering from the figure-eig
motion of relativistic electrons;~2! self-guiding of intense
laser light (a0;1) over distances extending up to 5 times t

FIG. 11. Photograph of the typical setup used to observe the accelerati
ions. The laser~illustrated in the foreground! is focused with an off-axis
parabola onto a thin foil, held by a mesh that is positioned by a 3-a
micropositioner. CR-39, a nuclear track detector~shown in white in the
background! is used to detect the ions. An actual proton-produced patter
shown.
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Rayleigh range (LR); ~3! guiding in preformed channels ove
distances up to 20LR , but for a0!1; ~4! well-characterized
wakefield amplitudes;~5! guided acceleration of electrons t
MeV energies with extremely low transverse emittance,
large energy spreads;~6! absorption by vacuum heating;~7!
MeV energy ions;~8! production of hard x-rays, isotopes
and positrons.

IV. PROSPECTS AND APPLICATIONS

Some of the advances on the horizon in the area
theory and simulation include~1! improved 3D codes;~2!
massively parallel processing;~3! 3D visualization; and~4!
fluid/particle hybrid models.

Advances in laser technology are making new physi
phenomena accessible and improving the accuracy of h
field measurements. For instance, as shown in Fig. 12,
repetition rate of terawatt-class lasers has increased expo
tially in the last decade, making it easier to use signal av
aging to increase signal-to-noise levels. Taking full adva
tage of the intrinsic bandwidth of Ti:sapphire, the pul
duration of terawatt lasers is also decreasing, approac
the single-cycle limit. With adaptive optics such as defor
able mirrors~a technology borrowed from astronomy!, these
lasers can also now be focused almost to the diffraction li
~a single wavelength!.139 The intensity of table-top laser
will increase significantly with the anticipated use of diele
tric gratings, which have higher damage thresholds than
gold-coated gratings that are in current use.140

Because of either imperfect compression or amplifi
spontaneous emission, background light accompanies
short intense pulse at the focus. Thus, as laser intens
increase, so does the need for higher laser contrast~the ratio
of the peak intensity to the background light intensity!. Plot-
ted in Fig. 10 is the laser intensity versus time for two d
ferent laser-pulse contrasts, an ideal Gaussian shape a
typical pulse~contrast of 105). Also shown are the various
mechanisms that occur in solid-target interactions at vari
intensities. The peak of a high intensity laser pulse can
orders of magnitude above the thresholds of, and arrive
nificantly after, the onset of plasma creation and expans
Under such conditions, the high intensity portion of the la

of

is

is

FIG. 12. The repetition rate of table-top terawatt lasers has increased e
nentially in the last decade, reaching 1 kHz, where the use signal avera
to significantly reduce noise is now possible. Note that the NOVA la
system, which had TW level power but much greater size than table-to
shown only for comparison.
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pulse will deposit its energy at the critical density of a lon
density-scalelength plasma rather than directly at solid d
sity. In order to mitigate this problem for experiments whe
a short scalelength is required, the laser contrast is b
improved by the use of frequency doubling, satura
absorbers141 or frequency modulators to correct for high
order phase aberrations.142 The latter technology is also pe
mitting the generation of arbitrarily shaped pulses.

Compression and amplification of laser pulses w
plasma gratings143 might also someday increase the ma
mum power density of intense lasers, which in chirped pu
amplification systems is limited by the material damage
the final metal or dielectric grating. As the sophistication
laser technology increases due to these improvements, s
of the following exciting experimental possibilities can b
imagined.

At the higher intensities that should be achievable in
near future (I .1024 W/cm2, a0;1000), we can look for-
ward to the regime in which even protons begin to quiv
relativistically. It is predicted that protons can be accelera
to relativistic velocities in plasma wakefields at much low
intensities (I .1021 W/cm2, a0;30).69 At intensities ex-
ceedingI .1020 W/cm2, a0;10, positrons will be produced
more rapidly than they annihilate, making it possible to c
ate a dense electron–positron plasma.86 Such an exotic
plasma exists at the horizons of black holes and is thus
evant to astrophysics.

Proof-of-principle experiments are underway at vario
laboratories to use multiple synchronized laser pulses142 to
simultaneously channel-guide intense laser pulses103–106and
coherently control wakefields29,60,61 and electron
injection.38,69–73The near-term milestone goal is to accele
ate electrons monoenergetically up to an energy of 1 GeV
a single 1 cm long plasma channel. This could be the fi
stage of a multiply staged accelerator that might some
achieve energies relevant to high-energy physics. It co
also be important for applications requiring low longitudin
emittance, such as free-electron lasers.

A promising avenue for the production of x rays is bas
on the use of Compton scattering.144,145Upon scattering with
an electron beam, laser light can be upshifted due to a r
tivistic boost by a factor of 4g2, which for electrons accel
erated to 30 MeV corresponds to a factor of 10 000. Thus
eV photon can be upshifted to 10 keV. Such coherent,
trashort duration and energetic sources could enable ultra
imaging on the atomic scale. If the source of the elect
beam were a laser accelerator, the footprint of t
synchrotron-like device would be small enough for it to fit
a university laboratory. Several labs have already used sh
pulse incoherent x rays generated from solid-target inte
tions to study time-resolved ultrafast phenomena, such
melting.146–148

It was demonstrated that there are a sufficient numbe
electrons accelerated by laser-plasma accelerators to con
pulsed radiolysis.149 Time-resolved radio-biological studie
with laser accelerated protons are also feasible.

It has been shown theoretically that a laser-induced b
of hot electrons or ions could be used as a spark to igni
thermonuclear reaction with inertial confinement fusion
-
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the so-called fast-ignitor laser fusion concept. In its origin
conception, a short but energetic laser pulse would d
through the under-dense plasma that surrounds the fu
core and a second shorter pulse would deposit energy in
core in the form of MeV electrons. In so doing, it wou
relax the otherwise stringent requirements on energy
symmetry of the long-pulse-duration heating and compr
sion pulses.150,151More recently, the use of a short pulse
ions for the ignitor has also been discussed.152,153

If protons could be laser accelerated to 70–160 M
energies, they could be useful for proton therapy, which
now limited by the extraordinary expense of cyclotrons
synchrotrons and the large magnets required to transpor
proton beams to the patient. Protons are superior to o
forms of ionizing radiation for cancer treatment because
less straggling and their ability to deposit their energy ove
narrower depth range.
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